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Summary

The present report of the Group of Governmental Experts, established on the basis of General Assembly resolution 67/53, outlines the details of the Group’s deliberations, characterizes the range of expert views on aspects of a treaty — notably in relation to the dynamic correlation between a future treaty’s scope, definition, verification requirements and associated legal obligations and institutional arrangements — and presents the Group’s conclusions and recommendations.

The Group reaffirmed that a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices should be legally binding, non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable, and that document CD/1299, and the mandate contained therein, remains the most suitable basis on which future negotiations can commence without further delay in the Conference on Disarmament and, as noted in that report, allows negotiators to raise for consideration all aspects of a treaty, including its scope. The Group agreed that such a treaty could contribute practically to achieving a world without nuclear weapons, to non-proliferation in all its aspects and, more broadly, to enhancing global security.

Experts agreed that their report, and the deliberations which underpin it, can serve as a valuable reference for States and should be a useful resource for negotiators of a future treaty. It identifies areas of convergence and divergence on key treaty aspects, including where a spectrum of views may exist and where further technical and/or scientific work can be pursued that may assist negotiators.
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Foreword by the Secretary-General

The Group of Governmental Experts established by the General Assembly in its resolution 67/53, to make recommendations on possible aspects that could contribute to but not negotiate a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices met in Geneva in four sessions of two weeks each, in 2014 and 2015.

The Group heard presentations from experts on a range of potential aspects of a future treaty and also considered the views conveyed to the Secretary-General in replies received from 17 States not members of the Group and from the European Union (see A/68/154 and Add.1). There was wide agreement that a future treaty should remain a priority of the international non-proliferation and disarmament community.

The report of the Group indicates a number of issues on which the views of most, if not all, of the experts were quite similar. There were also issues where several differing perspectives were shared and a few where positions diverged significantly.

By undertaking a fact-based and policy-neutral analysis of all aspects of a future treaty, the report of the Group constitutes an added value to the work of subsequent negotiators of a treaty.

The Group has identified the Conference on Disarmament as the venue of choice for future negotiations. Once again, I urge the Conference to adopt, without further delay, a balanced programme of work that would allow an early commencement of negotiations in light of the useful conclusions of the Group.

I take this opportunity to thank the Chair, Ambassador Elissa Golberg (Canada), and all the experts for their diligent work, which will be a useful resource for future negotiators.
Letter of transmittal

I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Group of Governmental Experts tasked to make recommendations on possible aspects that could contribute to but not negotiate a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices on the basis of document CD/1299 and the mandate contained therein. The Group, which the Secretary-General appointed pursuant to paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 67/53, comprised the following experts:

Ms. Mariela Fogante (Argentina)
Counsellor
International Organizations Department
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship

Mr. John Quinn (Australia)
(second to fourth sessions)
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Australia to the United Nations Office and to the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva

Mr. Peter Woolcott (Australia)
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Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Australia to the United Nations Office and to the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva

Mr. João Marcelo Galvão de Queiroz (Brazil)
Head
Division of Disarmament and Sensitive Technologies
Ministry of External Relations

Ms. Elissa Golberg (Canada)
Assistant Deputy Minister
Partnerships for Development Innovation
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada

Mr. Jian Shen (China)
Counsellor
Permanent Mission of China to the United Nations Office and other international organizations in Geneva

Mr. Michal Merxbauer (Czech Republic)
Director
Department of Non-proliferation
State Office for Nuclear Safety

Mr. Hossam Eldeen Aly (Egypt)
Ambassador, Director
Disarmament Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Olli Heinonen (Finland)
Senior Fellow
Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs
Harvard Kennedy School, Cambridge, United States of America
Mr. Jean-Hugues Simon-Michel (France)
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of France to the Conference on
Disarmament, Geneva

Ms. Christiane Hohmann (Germany)
Head
Division of Nuclear Arms Control, Disarmament and Non-proliferation
German Federal Foreign Office

Ms. Judit Kőrőmi (Hungary)
(first session)
Special Representative of the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade for Arms
Control, Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Mr. György Molnár (Hungary)
(second to fourth sessions)
Ambassador and Special Representative of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade for Arms
Control, Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Mr. Amandeep Singh Gill (India)
Joint Secretary
Disarmament and International Security Affairs Division
Ministry of External Affairs

Mr. D.B. Venkatesh Varma (India)
Alternate expert
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of India to the Conference on
Disarmament, Geneva

Mr. Andy Rachmianto (Indonesia)
Director
International Security and Disarmament
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Giovanni Manfredi (Italy)
Ambassador
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Akio Suda (Japan)
Ambassador and Special Assistant to the Minister for Foreign Affairs

Mr. Timur Zhantikin (Kazakhstan)
Deputy Chair
Committee for Atomic and Energy Supervision and Control
Ministry of Energy

Ms. Perla Carvalho (Mexico)
(first session)
Ambassador and Special Adviser for Security, Disarmament and
Non-Proliferation Issues
Office of the Vice Minister for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights
Secretariat of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Jorge Lomónaco (Mexico)  
(second session)  
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Mexico to the United Nations Office and other international organizations in Geneva  

Mr. Rodrigo Pintado Collet (Mexico)  
(third and four sessions)  
Senior Adviser for International Security and Disarmament Affairs  
Office of the Vice Minister for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights Secretariat of Foreign Affairs  

Mr. Piet de Klerk (Netherlands)  
Ambassador at Large  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

Mr. Chuka C. Udedibia (Nigeria)  
Ambassador and Director  
Africa Multilateral Affairs Department  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

Mr. Il Park (Republic of Korea)  
(first and second sessions)  
Director  
Disarmament and Non-proliferation Division  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
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Director  
Disarmament and Non-proliferation Division  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
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Department for Non-proliferation and Arms Control  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

Mr. Johann Kellerman (South Africa)  
Director  
Disarmament and Non-proliferation  
Department of International Relations and Cooperation  

Mr. Volodymyr Yelchenko (Ukraine)  
Ambassador of Ukraine to the Russian Federation  

Mr. Matthew Rowland (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland)  
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom to the Conference on Disarmament, Geneva  

Mr. Jeffrey Eberhardt (United States of America)  
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Office of Multilateral and Nuclear Affairs  
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Department of State
The Group was ably assisted by staff of the United Nations Secretariat, led by Ivor Fung, and received valued expert technical advice and support from Mark Finaud and Pavel Podvig of the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR). The Group, which was unusually large to be inclusive and best account for equitable geographic representation, met in Geneva over eight-weeks during 2014 and 2015 under the auspices of the United Nations.

The Group was established to create a space where serious, substantive discussion on all possible elements of a treaty could occur, notably in the absence of negotiations having thus far commenced at the Conference on Disarmament, despite this being the overwhelming will of the States Members of the United Nations for the past 20 years. The Group succeeded in its task, conducting a robust, fact-based assessment, where no issue was off the table. The commitment to genuine dialogue apparent among its unique membership is a model for other multilateral nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament forums.

The Group’s report aims to inform negotiators of a treaty, including by outlining considerable areas of convergence and on how they might address divergent perspectives. It also identifies issues where further technical/scientific work can be pursued or where ancillary confidence-building measures and/or evolutionary clauses could be developed that might assist negotiators. Ideally, the report will enjoy a wide readership and foster greater understanding of the key issues at play.

The continued value of this treaty, one that remains a logical counterpoint to the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, has been amply demonstrated by the Group’s work. We can only hope that the renewed interest and momentum generated by the work of the Group — which was evident not least in the briefings the Chair provided to the Conference on Disarmament and the General Assembly — will translate into action and the commencement of negotiations without further delay.

I have been asked by the Group to submit to you, on its behalf, the present report, which was adopted unanimously.

(Signed) Elissa Golberg
Chair of the Group
I. Introduction and background overview

1. Recognizing the essential role of fissile material in the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, the international community has long sought to negotiate a treaty that would ban its production for such purposes as a means to promote international nuclear disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation. In fact, the first references to the value and need for such a treaty date back more than 60 years, and since then this message has continued to be broadly and regularly reinforced. The need to ban the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices was recognized, inter alia, by the General Assembly at its first special session devoted to disarmament (1978) and in numerous General Assembly resolutions, including resolution 48/75 L (1993), which called for a “non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable treaty”. The Conference on Disarmament agreed to this mandate in the report of its Special Coordinator of 24 March 1995 (CD/1299), which was subsequently reaffirmed in the decisions of the Conference to establish subsidiary bodies to negotiate such a treaty in 1998 and 2009. In 2000, States Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons called for the negotiation of such a treaty at the Conference on Disarmament, “taking into consideration both nuclear disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation objectives” as part of its 13 practical steps, a call that was renewed in action 15 of the 2010 action plan on nuclear disarmament adopted by the 2010 Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.¹

2. In 2012, consistent with the goal of encouraging constructive forward momentum on the issue, and acknowledging that the Conference on Disarmament had yet to commence such negotiations, the General Assembly, in its resolution 67/53, requested the Secretary-General to establish a group of governmental experts mandated to make recommendations on possible aspects that could contribute to but not negotiate a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices,² on the basis of document CD/1299 and the mandate contained therein. The Group of Experts met over four two-week sessions in Geneva during 2014 and 2015. Membership was comprised of experts from 25 States chosen on the basis of equitable geographic representation.

3. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 67/53, the Group operated on the basis of consensus and during its work, reflected on the report of the Secretary-General containing the views of Member States on this subject (A/68/154). The Group took into account past consideration of such a treaty, and also requested and received informal briefings from representatives of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and the Provisional Technical Secretariat of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization. A high degree of granularity and nuance was pursued by the Group, and emphasis was placed on the substantive legal and technical implications of different aspects of a treaty, while bearing in mind the wider context in which such an instrument would exist. The present report, which should be considered in its

² Referred hereafter variously as “the treaty” or “a treaty” for the sake of simplicity and without prejudice to the treaty’s final form.
totality, therefore outlines the details of the Group’s discussions, characterizes the range of expert views and presents the Group’s conclusions and recommendations. Experts believe that their reflections can serve as useful “sign posts” for future negotiators of a treaty, without prejudice to national positions.

II. Treaty objectives

4. The Group highlighted the importance of identifying a clear object and purpose for the treaty, which would help guide negotiators in determining its scope, relevant definitions, verification requirements and associated legal obligations.

5. There was consensus that a treaty should establish a legally binding, non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable ban on the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Many experts suggested that a ban, along with the verification provisions of the treaty, could contribute to nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament efforts, and lay a practical foundation for additional disarmament efforts.

6. Some experts argued that in addition to a ban on new production, a treaty should also seek to prevent any increase in the amount of fissile material assigned for use in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. These experts also felt a non-increase could be achieved by including provisions prohibiting diversion, transfers and acquisition for proscribed purposes and, separately, by ensuring the irreversibility of current and future disarmament efforts. Other experts noted the complementary role of existing legal obligations in limiting such activities and thus argued explicit prohibitions were unnecessary as these concerns would be addressed by the treaty verification regime. Some argued the concept of non-increase would only be supported in a treaty that addresses pre-existing fissile material through the establishment of a baseline to assess diversion, and for some, as a benchmark for future reductions. Some experts suggested the concept of non-increase lacked clarity and could be difficult to reflect in a treaty, or only apply to future production.

7. For some experts, the treaty should, furthermore, also address past production of fissile material as defined in the treaty itself, in order to seek to reduce and/or eliminate pre-existing fissile material accessible for additional nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. In their view, absent such measures, a treaty would neither effectively and irreversibly advance nuclear disarmament nor provide adequate incentives to join the treaty. Other experts argued that such objectives did not correspond to their understanding of the mandates contained in General Assembly resolution 48/75L and in document CD/1299, and could result in a treaty that would not achieve sufficient support or be effectively verifiable. They said that only future production of fissile material should be subject to the treaty. Some argued that past production is better addressed separately through voluntary measures and/or in the context of future disarmament negotiations.

---

3 In order to ensure equitable geographic representation and diversity of views, the General Assembly, by its resolution 67/53, established an unusually large Group, which met for an extended duration. For this reason, combined with its desire to accurately convey the degree of granularity that characterized its discussions, the Group adopted an approach of reflecting the views of its members (i.e. “most”, “many” “some”, “few”), which was not intended to be precedent-setting nor does it prejudice the consensus mandate that the Assembly conferred on the Group’s work.
8. When identifying the treaty’s object and purpose, the Group noted that future negotiators would need to consider the interface with broader nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament efforts, which, for some experts, included consistency with existing legal obligations and instruments. Many experts stressed in this regard that a treaty should contribute to the implementation of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, including its article VI. For some experts, such a treaty should be seen as a transitional step, which would lead to eventual negotiation of a nuclear weapons convention. Others emphasized that it formed one part of a framework of interlocking measures to achieve nuclear disarmament. A few experts felt that a treaty should be seen in the context of efforts to promote international stability and should be based on the principle of increased and undiminished security for all. A few experts noted that, in view of existing moratoriums introduced by some major producers of fissile material and wide adherence to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, many benefits foreseen when such a treaty was proposed had already been achieved. Some experts thought that these latter benefits referred only to non-proliferation. Some experts believed a narrower approach to developing treaty objectives should be taken, focused on non-proliferation in all its aspects, consistent with General Assembly resolution 48/75L, and stressed the importance of a stand-alone instrument that includes a verifiable ban on the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices.

III. General characteristics and basic principles of a treaty

9. The Group reaffirmed that document CD/1299 and the mandate contained therein remain the most suitable basis on which future negotiations should proceed at the Conference on Disarmament and, as noted in the Shannon report, would allow negotiators to raise for consideration all aspects of a treaty, including its scope.

10. Experts agreed that an internationally and effectively verifiable treaty is one that can provide credible assurance that all States parties are complying with their treaty obligations. Moreover, a treaty should observe the principle of non-discrimination, including through its provisions on scope, definitions and verification. Experts agreed that a treaty would be non-discriminatory if its obligations were applied equally to all States parties. Most experts recognized that the means (e.g. tools and techniques) by which these obligations are verified may vary according to the facilities located in any State party, including to account for sensitive information, but that to achieve a credible treaty such verification was necessary. Some experts believed that the non-discrimination principle should also aim to rectify perceived inequities under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons with regard to safeguards obligations. Others either did not agree that such inequities exist or suggested that a treaty that sought to remedy elements present in other existing treaties and regimes would necessarily be discriminatory.

11. There was strong support for advancing the principle of irreversibility in a treaty (i.e. a one-way street), whereby steps taken to place treaty obligated fissile material and facilities that might be used to produce it under international verification cannot be reversed for the purposes of the treaty (subject to agreed termination criteria, such as irradiation of fissile material or decommissioning of a facility). Some experts also argued that irreversibility should apply to disarmament measures.
12. Many experts also saw value in the treaty’s potential role in increasing transparency and confidence between States. Moreover, many experts felt that verification methods, tools and techniques developed and applied by the treaty could contribute to a broader disarmament verification methodology, as the obligations would be applied equally to all States parties, including those with currently unsafeguarded nuclear facilities.

IV. Consideration of possible treaty aspects and their dynamic interrelationships

13. Scope, definitions and verification are the main aspects of a treaty and, among them, dynamic interrelationships exist. The Group felt strongly that future negotiators would need to appreciate how a change in any one aspect affects the others. In addition to these treaty aspects, experts recognized the role that legal and institutional issues would play in effectively and efficiently achieving desired treaty objectives, including the extent to which they could contribute to the entry into force and universalization of the treaty.

A. Treaty scope

14. The Group agreed that the scope of a treaty should support its objectives and adhere to its basic principles. As described in section II above, it was clear a divergence of views existed along a spectrum on whether, and to what extent, a treaty deals with fissile material produced prior to the its entry into force.

15. Experts agreed that the treaty’s scope must set out the legal obligations that States parties will be required to fulfil, and that these obligations should be formulated in terms of prohibited as opposed to permitted activities. The Group agreed that a treaty must prohibit the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. This would be the treaty’s underlying obligation, applying consistently to all States parties in a non-discriminatory manner.

16. Furthermore, there was widespread agreement that the potential diversion of fissile material from non-proscribed uses, such as naval propulsion, posed a threat to the object and purpose of the treaty and the legal obligations noted in paragraph 15 above. Experts discussed different approaches to this issue, namely the inclusion of an explicit prohibition against the diversion of material, or dealing with it directly in the treaty’s verification regime.

17. Many experts argued that a treaty’s scope should contain additional relevant obligations. These could include an undertaking not to carry out all types of transfers of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Similarly, the treaty could include a specific prohibition on the acquisition of fissile material and/or technology to produce fissile material for proscribed purposes, and from providing technical or other knowledge to assist other States in the production of material for these purposes. Some experts, however, felt such additional prohibitions on future production were unnecessary as they would be covered in an effective verification regime.
18. To assist with its deliberations on scope, the Group examined various functional categories of fissile material and the verification implications for each, which could include, inter alia, national security, commercial proprietary and resource requirements for verification. The functional categories considered may serve as a useful reference for future negotiators to determine if, and to what extent, each could be included in a treaty. A few experts expressed reservations about the typology, signalling that it was premature given the divergent views on this issue. For all functional categories of fissile material examined below, experts recalled that both the scope of the treaty and its verification regime would be linked to the definition of fissile material decided upon by the negotiators.

**Fissile material produced after the entry into force of the treaty**

19. Two categories of fissile material produced after entry into force were considered: material produced for civilian use and material produced for non-proscribed military use.

20. **Civilian use:** A treaty should not prohibit the production of fissile material for civilian use consistent with the obligations of State parties nor interfere in any other way with a State’s right to peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Many experts agreed that the fissile material for civilian use and its production should be subject to verification under the treaty so as to deter and detect its diversion for proscribed use.

21. **Non-proscribed military use:** A treaty should not prohibit the production of fissile material for non-proscribed military purposes. This material would, however, be subject to the treaty and States parties would require credible assurance that such material is not diverted to proscribed use. Experts pointed to specific verification challenges, and the need to develop effective solutions to verify non-diversion given the sensitive nature of this material and the relevant activity itself. Some experts believed that this issue would benefit from further scientific and technical study.

**Fissile material produced prior to the entry into force of the treaty**

22. Experts also examined different categories of material produced prior to the entry into force of the treaty. Many experts argued that given the sizeable amounts of fissile material already possessed by some States, a ban on new production would be insufficient to achieve the objectives of the treaty, and that past production should be addressed in some manner within the treaty’s scope in order to prevent diversion to proscribed use and that it should have a greater disarmament effect in practice. As is described below, these experts fell along a spectrum with regard to the extent to which past production would be addressed. Among those who supported a treaty containing provisions on past production, there was acknowledgement that its verification may need to be managed differently than future production, and most recognized that it may not be viable to insist that all elements of past production be included in the treaty. Some experts proposed that reductions in existing fissile material stockpiles be addressed through parallel arrangements, additional protocols or voluntary measures that States could pursue during or subsequent to treaty negotiations (including within a set time frame). The usefulness of such separate initiatives was, however, questioned by some experts on the basis that they may not be verifiable. Some experts noted that their understanding of General Assembly resolution 48/75 L and document CD/1299 precluded the inclusion of past production in a treaty’s scope. For this reason, these
experts did not feel that the detailed review held by the Group of different categories of material produced prior to entry into force was necessary. Others believed the treaty should ban only future production, but allowed that document CD/1299 left the issue of past production to negotiators. They felt that the inclusion of past production could result in a treaty that would not achieve sufficient support, nor be effectively verifiable.

23. Some experts argued that all pre-existing fissile material, with the exception of that produced for nuclear weapons, would need to be declared and be subject to some form of verification. There was considerable debate over whether States with currently unsafeguarded facilities could accurately declare past production and whether it could be verified. Some experts highlighted the practical and technical challenges with accounting post facto for historical production spanning many decades and stressed that it may not be possible for them to provide a fully accurate accounting. These experts argued that declarations of past production, when coupled with an inability to verify them, could lead to misunderstandings and the potential for unsubstantiated allegations of non-compliance under the treaty. Other experts, however, stated that, notwithstanding these challenges, a commitment to make declarations would serve as an important trust and confidence-building measure among State parties. Some experts said that declarations and transparency on past production of fissile material would help establish a baseline to assess non-diversion and for future disarmament efforts, even if it was not possible to verify their completeness and correctness.

24. **Produced for nuclear weapons:** Without prejudice to existing nuclear disarmament obligations under other instruments, for some experts, all or part of material produced for nuclear weapons, except that in the weapons themselves, would fall within the scope of the treaty and should be covered by treaty provisions. A few experts argued that the material in the weapons themselves should be declared though not verified. Other experts stated that it was impossible to distinguish material in weapons from other material in classified form and that this, coupled with non-proliferation and security commitments, precluded effective verification and thus such material should not be subject to the treaty. A few experts suggested that all past production fell outside treaty scope.

25. **Excess to nuclear weapons requirements:** Some experts argued that, on a voluntary basis, a State party under the treaty could designate fissile material that had been produced for weapons purposes prior to entry into force as having been transferred to the civilian or non-proscribed military domain. Many experts referred to this as “excess material”. Many experts argued that once such material was designated for either civilian or non-proscribed uses, a State should make such a declaration and the material would irreversibly be made subject to appropriate treaty verification. For some experts this would form the starting point of an inventory to which further material could be added. However, other experts pointed to potential verification challenges that could emerge as material declared excess can remain in sensitive form for some time. A few experts said that placing treaty obligations on excess material could serve as a disincentive for States to make such voluntary declarations and could be circumvented as such material would simply not be so designated. A few experts objected to the concept of excess material itself. Some suggested it should be omitted from the scope. Others indicated it may inadvertently confer legitimacy to continued acquisition and production of nuclear weapons, contrary to nuclear disarmament commitments undertaken by some States.
26. **Non-proscribed military use**: Taking into account the verification challenges posed by fissile material for non-proscribed military purposes outlined in paragraph 21 above, some experts argued that all fissile material produced for non-proscribed purposes prior to the entry into force of the treaty should be declared and technical or other means developed to verify non-diversion. Other experts suggested such material is beyond the scope of the treaty.

27. **Civilian use**: Many experts argued that a treaty should address the risk that pre-existing stocks of fissile material for civilian use could be diverted for proscribed purposes. Those experts considered that such material should be subject to verification under the treaty. The viability of this proposition was, however, questioned by those who said this material should not be subject to the treaty.

B. **Treaty definitions**

28. Experts agreed that a treaty should define, inter alia, fissile material, fissile material production and fissile material production facilities. Definitions should be practical, scientifically and technically accurate and tailored to the specific objectives of the treaty. In other words, treaty definitions would need to be crafted in a manner that clarifies the obligations of a treaty while allowing for viable implementation and verification. The Group recalled that, in view of their dynamic interrelationship, final definitions would have an impact on treaty scope and the verification regime, with key elements of the latter requiring precise definitions to preclude variances in interpretation or in the implementation of obligations.

29. **Fissile material**: The Group considered four possible definitions for fissile material, but did not exclude the possibility of others. They considered the advantages and drawbacks of these options, the common thread among which was that highly enriched uranium and separated plutonium are the materials that should be at the heart of this definition, given their weapons applicability. Thus, the Group considered definitions based on:

   (a) The IAEA safeguards concept of special fissionable material, as outlined in article XX of its statute, focusing on plutonium-239, uranium-233, uranium enriched in the isotopes 235 or 233 and mixtures containing one or more of the foregoing;

   (b) The IAEA safeguards concept of unirradiated direct use material, focusing on plutonium containing less than 80 per cent Pu-238, and highly enriched uranium (containing 20 per cent or more of the isotope uranium-235 and/or uranium-233);

   (c) A treaty-specific definition of weapons grade material containing 90 per cent or more of uranium-235 or uranium-233 or plutonium containing more than 95 per cent of plutonium-239;

   (d) A specific isotopic composition, to be determined during negotiations based on the scope and verification requirements of the treaty.

30. Some experts favoured the definition in article XX of the IAEA statute and argued that it was already entrenched and widely understood by States through implementation of comprehensive safeguards agreements. For them, this definition would ensure treaty credibility by providing a fuller picture of a State’s nuclear
activities and thus allow for maximum assurance of compliance. However, other experts argued the definition was too broad; would require extensive and complex verification, including of material that could not be directly used in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and would generate significant verification costs. Proponents of this definition responded that not all material captured by this definition would necessarily require the same level of verification.

31. Some experts preferred the unirradiated direct use material definition on the basis that it best accounts for those materials suited for use in nuclear weapons, and was therefore effectively positioned to meet treaty objectives. They also highlighted that this definition was based on a term used in IAEA safeguards and already understood by States. For other experts, this definition was either overly or insufficiently broad in covering the nuclear fuel cycle and use of nuclear material, thereby either decreasing the effectiveness of verification or increasing the verification burden, depending on the perspective. Some proponents of this definition recognized a potential need for limited verification or transparency measures for some material not covered by the definition.

32. A few experts advocated in favour of a treaty-specific definition of weapons grade material. They argued such a definition addressed material currently applicable to nuclear weapons and thus was practical, fit for the purpose of the treaty and could ensure cost-efficient verification without undermining treaty efficacy. In their view, no State with modern nuclear arsenals would use material of inappropriate quality to produce weapons, and the non-diversion of nuclear material in States that are not parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is already under IAEA verification. However, many experts believed this definition would lack credibility as it would not cover all material that has been or could be used in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, and would leave open the possibility of evading the basic object and purpose of the treaty by producing weapons-usable material of slightly lower grade.

33. Finally, a few experts argued that a specific definition based on an isotopic composition would achieve the objective of banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons while avoiding unnecessary complications regarding legitimate uses of highly enriched uranium and plutonium. Agreement during negotiation would be needed on the exact isotopic concentration that proponents indicated would be close to that used in nuclear weapons and based on the scope and verification requirements of the treaty at the time of negotiation. In addition to technical factors, these experts felt the definition of fissile material should also take into account political, legal and scientific dimensions. However, many experts emphasized that this definition lacked precision, and suggested that defining a threshold close to the isotopic composition used in nuclear weapons could increase the risk that not all material usable in nuclear weapons would be covered. Such a definition might, in their view, undermine the long-accepted IAEA term for direct use material.

34. The Group agreed that each definition proposed would, to some extent, imply different types of verification tools, requiring different facilities or parts thereof to be declared, and have different implications for the intrusiveness and for cost-efficiency that States are prepared to accept with regard to a verification regime.

35. The Group explored the merits of including neptunium and americium in an eventual treaty definition of fissile material. While it was recognized that neither
neptunium nor americium are currently used in nuclear weapons, some experts expressed concern that omitting these materials might create an incentive for their use in the design of new weapons. Many experts felt that the inclusion of neptunium could be considered by negotiators, or a future treaty body, should developments warrant, noting that IAEA continues to monitor this issue, including through a voluntary reporting mechanism. With regard to the inclusion of americium, some experts argued it should be given the same consideration as neptunium, while others felt it should be omitted at this time, given its limited applicability to the production of nuclear weapons.

36. Most experts agreed that tritium, as it is not by definition a fissile material, should be excluded from the treaty. A few argued it remains an important component in many nuclear weapons and should therefore be considered for inclusion.

37. Many experts recognized the need for certain treaty definitions to be sufficiently flexible to account for future scientific and technical developments and saw value in an expedited technical amendment process that would allow States parties to review and revise definitions. However, some experts did not believe that the field would evolve quickly enough to merit special procedures for rapid updates. Some experts suggested the harmonization of a treaty’s definitions with those of other existing international forums be considered, noting that the definition of fissile material chosen by negotiators could have implications not only for this treaty but also existing verification procedures under IAEA and potentially elsewhere.

38. **Fissile material production:** The Group recognized that a treaty would not ban the production of fissile material per se, but rather proscribe its production for use in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Many experts agreed on enrichment and reprocessing as the key production activities for the purposes of the treaty, and these would be the only activities defined as production. Some experts stated that the definition of fissile material production should be located earlier in the fuel cycle. Some experts took the view that a broader definition of fissile material production was needed encompassing other nuclear fuel cycle activities, including upstream of enrichment and reprocessing facilities, in part to achieve non-discrimination in the treaty.

39. **Fissile material production facilities:** This definition would depend on that selected by negotiators for fissile material production. Most experts agreed that enrichment and reprocessing facilities should be at its heart, with advocates of a narrower definition of production arguing that no other facilities need be included. Those favouring a broader definition, however, argued that facilities upstream of enrichment and reprocessing facilities (although not uranium mining and milling) should be included in the definition of production facilities. Those favouring a narrower definition raised concerns about the practicality and cost-efficiency of such an approach, which, in their view, would have only marginal value in demonstrating compliance by States parties with treaty obligations. Other experts countered that, depending on the options chosen, not every facility defined as a fissile material production facility, nor all the activities occurring in it, would need to be verified with the same frequency or intensity.

40. Some experts believed it might be necessary to define a fissile material-related facility as any facility handling fissile material, including storage or processing facilities (other than enrichment or reprocessing facilities); such facilities would necessarily be declared and monitored under the verification regime. Other experts
observed that verification would follow the fissile material produced and that the facilities in which it was present need not be defined.

41. Some experts advocated a definition that would distinguish between industrial-scale and laboratory-scale facilities. Others said a treaty’s definitions should capture all production facilities, irrespective of scale, to avoid a verification gap (i.e. through the cumulative production of small amounts of material at multiple facilities). Future negotiators would need to explore the benefits and drawbacks of either approach, notably the benefit to an efficient verification regime of defining a de minimis production capacity at which production facilities would become subject to verification, versus the risk of potential clandestine production of small quantities of fissile material.

42. The Group examined issues related to the operational status of facilities, including operating closed-down, shut-down, decommissioned and dismantled facilities. Experts diverged on whether the terms relating to facility status should be incorporated into the definition of fissile material production facilities, or whether they were better addressed through a treaty’s verification regime or transparency measures outside the treaty. Some experts thought that a treaty should also define fissile material diversion, transfer and acquisition. For others, since the verification regime would deter and detect such activities, the terms need not be expressly defined in the treaty.

C. Treaty verification

43. The Group reaffirmed that a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices must, in accordance with document CD/1299, be non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable. To experts, this meant the treaty would deter and detect non-compliance in a timely manner, provide credible assurance that States parties are complying with their treaty obligations and guard against frivolous and/or abusive allegations of non-compliance. Declared production and, for some experts, downstream and/or upstream facilities would be the focus of verification so as to ensure that diversion of fissile material to a prohibited activity is detected and deterred. Some experts noted that verifying the correctness and completeness of State party declarations would constitute an important factor in the effectiveness of the verification regime; that the regime should provide assurance that no undeclared fissile material production is occurring, and no undeclared fissile material production facilities exist. For a few experts the verification regime should address only declared production and facilities.

44. From a technical perspective, credible assurance would be connected to the appropriate identification and consistent application of treaty verification measures. Experts noted that existing IAEA inspection goals (such as significant quantity, detection time and detection probability) may provide a useful reference point for treaty negotiators, but recognized that they would likely need to be adjusted to suit the unique purpose and context of the treaty’s verification regime. Other experts noted that verification of the treaty should not imply a mechanical application of existing verification procedures from other instruments and would need to be specific to this treaty.
45. There was strong support for a non-discriminatory verification regime, under which all States parties are subject to the same obligations. Most experts recognized that the requirements of a non-discriminatory treaty could be achieved even while tailoring verification methods, tools and techniques to facilities in a State party on the basis of specific verification objectives, contexts and challenges. A few experts stated that a verification standard specific to the treaty should be agreed and that it should be applied in a non-discriminatory manner to all States parties, in particular those affected by the treaty’s obligations and responsibilities. Others stressed that the IAEA verification standards should be integrated into the treaty as a means to facilitate non-discrimination. Some experts proposed an approach that applied both “light” and “heavy” touch verification (i.e. different levels of verification intrusiveness and frequency) to different fissile material production activities and facilities depending on the non-compliance risks associated with them.

46. The Group acknowledged that, in practice, a significant increase in verification requirements would occur in States currently with unsafeguarded facilities. Some experts believed the treaty’s obligations would be met in non-nuclear weapon States parties to the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons via their commitments under that treaty, by means of their comprehensive safeguards agreement. Other experts believed that, notwithstanding its voluntary nature in the context of the safeguards system related to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, non-nuclear-weapon States should also be required to adopt an additional protocol in order to provide credible assurances that no undeclared production is taking place. Still others believed that for non-nuclear-weapon States, especially those without an additional protocol, credible measures similar, but not necessarily identical, to those contained in the additional protocol should be negotiated for treaty-specific purposes. Taking into account the principle of non-discrimination, some experts stressed that the same verification obligations should apply to all States.

47. Most experts agreed that a treaty’s verification regime should seek to achieve a practical and sustainable balance between effective and resource-efficient verification acceptable to all States parties. And while the Group reinforced the need to develop a verification regime that is attentive to managing resources as cost effectively as possible, it cautioned that efficiency should not be understood to imply that effective verification activities would not be pursued owing to cost implications. Many experts felt that avoiding unnecessary duplication of existing international verification activities, where relevant to this treaty, could assist in this regard.

48. Experts considered the benefits and drawbacks of both focused and comprehensive approaches to treaty verification.

49. A focused approach would concentrate routine verification activities at enrichment and reprocessing facilities and at those downstream facilities that are processing or handling fissile material. Those favouring this approach spoke to its simplicity and resource efficiency. They argued that these facilities were most directly implicated in fissile material production. The verification of these facilities, coupled with monitoring of the use of fissile material produced, and supplemented by measures to detect possible undeclared production, would ensure against diversion for proscribed purposes. However, some experts considered this approach too narrow to provide for confidence of coverage under the treaty.
50. Under a comprehensive verification approach, in addition to that which is covered by the focused approach, verification activities would also cover most if not all of the nuclear fuel cycle. This would include upstream processing, which some experts pointed out would extend to other, less sensitive nuclear material. Power reactors and spent fuel would also be captured. Some experts felt that this approach would better meet treaty requirements, while others argued that the limited risk of diversion of this material did not merit the more complex and costly verification required.

51. Given the diversity in views, some experts also considered that negotiators could adopt a hybrid approach, concentrating particularly on those areas of the nuclear fuel cycle where the degree of attractiveness for misuse is highest, should a party seek to violate its treaty obligations.

52. Some experts highlighted that the level of verification, if any, that should be conducted at a given fissile material production facility would also depend on its status, of which operating, shut-down, closed-down, decommissioned or dismantled were possible categories.

53. The Group recognized that a treaty’s verification regime will have to take into account the concerns of States parties regarding sensitive information, whether related to national security, non-proliferation or commercial proprietary reasons, in a manner that avoids compromising the credibility and efficacy of verification efforts. Many experts highlighted the need for greater clarity in order for all States parties to better understand where the limits to verification may stand, and emphasized that it was incumbent on an inspected State to nonetheless provide credible assurances to the international community by making best efforts to accommodate inspection requests and, if access could not be provided without compromising sensitive information, to seek to resolve questions by other means. Some experts noted this may prove difficult in certain instances, given the classification of relevant information. Some experts agreed that effective solutions would need to be developed, and suggested that useful models in this regard included a “black box” approach, focusing on limited verification of input and output and managed access procedures. Some experts felt that future negotiators could potentially benefit from further technical and scientific consideration of these issues.

54. Experts also discussed the implications of verifying material for non-proscribed military use (such as naval fuel) and associated facilities. Many experts felt that future production for non-proscribed military purposes should be verified in an appropriate manner, with some also arguing that past production declared for this purpose should be verified so as to preclude that it is used for proscribed purposes. As described in paragraph 53 above, useful models mentioned included a “black box” approach and, for some experts, procedures based on article 14 of the IAEA model comprehensive safeguards agreement and/or managed access.

55. Similarly, some experts suggested that a treaty would require the development of verification tools to address the sensitivity of verifying production facilities that existed in States with unsafeguarded facilities prior to entry into force, which are then designated for production for non-proscribed purposes. Others argued however, that the process of converting a facility from military to non-proscribed use does not
require specific verification tools since both the facility, and the material it contains, would become subject to verification.

56. Despite the objections raised in paragraph 25 above regarding the concept of material in excess to nuclear weapons requirements, experts debated potential verification approaches to address it. Many experts agreed that such material would, once in non-sensitive form, become subject to the treaty in a manner equivalent to material produced for non-proscribed purposes. Some experts argued that verification should begin (and declarations be provided) at the point when this material is declared excess, recognizing that special verification measures might be required given its sensitive nature. Other experts countered with regard to the complexities of verifying material at this early stage, and argued that verification could only begin once material has been converted to a non-sensitive form, composition and mass. Some experts also held the view that past production should remain outside the scope of a treaty that prohibits the production and not the possession of fissile material for use in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.

57. Some experts argued that all past production of fissile material should be accounted for and verified under a treaty in order to provide a clear baseline on which to assess and verify treaty compliance. Many experts identified challenges to such an approach, with some arguing that verification of all past production may not be possible given the inability to determine a satisfactory historical accounting of the material originally produced. The Group discussed concerns about the dearth of efficient and effective technical means to conduct verification in States that are presently with unsafeguarded facilities, notably given proliferation and national security concerns, obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons prohibiting the transfer of sensitive information and the international community’s lack of verification experience in military fuel cycle facilities. Also noted was the challenge of effectively and efficiently verifying large numbers of facilities or large-scale facilities, particularly those that are decades old and not designed to support monitoring. However, many experts argued that techniques could be developed to address these challenges.

58. **Declarations**: Experts agreed that to facilitate effective verification, States parties would be required to provide an initial declaration of fissile material production facilities and, for some experts, related downstream facilities handling fissile material and/or upstream facilities. They acknowledged, however, that the nature and content of such declarations would depend on the scope and definitions ultimately decided by negotiators. Some argued that all existing fissile material, including that produced prior to entry into force of the treaty, should be included, whereas others believed this would fall outside treaty scope. Experts discussed possible specific content for such declarations, including design information and status of facilities that produce fissile material, those that process and handle fissile material and, if applicable, the inventories of fissile material contained therein. Initial declarations would be complemented by ongoing declaration requirements to capture the production of fissile material, plans to construct new facilities or changes the status of existing ones. Some experts also noted the importance of providing design information and future development plans in order to facilitate effective verification efforts.
59. **Verification toolbox:** The Group agreed that a diverse verification toolbox would be necessary for the regime to provide credible assurance that States parties complied with their obligations and treaty verification requirements. Such a toolbox should include verification tools and techniques capable of supporting the verification standard agreed by States parties with respect to the implementation of their obligations. Most experts agreed that existing verification methods, tools and techniques employed in relevant multilateral or bilateral forums, most notably IAEA, but also, potentially, elements of those used by the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and the Provisional Technical Secretariat of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization, should likely form the core of the verification toolbox. Many experts felt that further study is needed in order to understand how they could apply in this treaty context, with negotiators considering the unique circumstances in which they were developed and implemented. The existing verification methods used by IAEA, including a system of material accountancy and control, were seen by most experts as being highly relevant to a treaty’s toolbox, notably as a means to verify the correctness and completeness of State declarations of fissile material production and facilities. Other experts felt that existing IAEA approaches to verification were inappropriate for the treaty and that the verification toolbox could be discussed in depth only after the scope of the treaty had been determined. Experts agreed that it is important to leave flexibility in the toolbox to account for future developments in verification technology and, for some experts, the requirements of ongoing and future disarmament efforts. For a few experts, any change in the verification toolbox would need to be approved by all States parties. Given the complexity and interrelated nature of these issues, some experts noted the importance of continued consideration of verification methods, tools and techniques to add value to future negotiations.

60. Many experts highlighted the need for tools to detect undeclared production and facilities in States that currently have unsafeguarded facilities, and reflected on those presently employed by IAEA, although a few experts did not support the application of this concept to the treaty. A few experts believed that these States should adopt a comprehensive safeguards agreement and an additional protocol. Others highlighted that tools and techniques, similar to those contained in the model additional protocol could be in place in order to provide credible assurances that no undeclared production is occurring in those States. Still, a few experts stressed that a verification regime fit for purpose should be negotiated for the treaty. Environmental sampling was also suggested by some as a relevant IAEA tool when applied in the appropriate context and locations, although some experts questioned its value in detecting undeclared activity in States that had been operating unsafeguarded facilities on a significant scale, not least due to false alarms potentially generated by past production. Some experts also noted that verification challenges could be met through other measures without risking the release of sensitive information. These issues are likely to be site specific and will likely be resolved on a case-by-case basis.

61. Most experts agreed that a treaty’s verification toolbox should include provisions for non-routine inspections, including challenge inspections, as a means to detect and deter undeclared fissile material production. Experts noted the value in examining various approaches to a model for non-routine inspections in the treaty, including, inter alia, IAEA special inspections and complementary access provisions, the challenge inspections procedures employed by the secretariat of the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their Destruction and the provisions used by the Provisional Technical Secretariat of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization for on-site inspections. Experts noted that specific procedures would be needed to launch and carry out such non-routine inspections.

D. Legal and institutional arrangements

62. The legal and institutional arrangements of a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices will play an important role in ensuring its credibility within the international community. Experts agreed that these arrangements should be designed to facilitate the treaty’s effective implementation so that it may achieve its intended object and purpose.

63. The Group counselled that negotiators would therefore need to balance credibility and flexibility while keeping in mind the need for precise and practical approaches. It was widely noted that the legal and institutional arrangements of a treaty should take into account the current and evolving experience of other international treaties and institutions. To maintain the confidence of States parties, the Group felt the treaty’s institutions would need to remain credible, including by being politically impartial and technically able and by applying resource-efficient techniques. Some experts recommended that future negotiators consider ways to promote adherence to the treaty in the design of legal and institutional arrangements by increasing trust and confidence in the treaty, including through incentives.

64. Governance: Experts agreed that a treaty should include the establishment of governance and decision-making mechanisms that would provide political oversight and conduct treaty-related decision-making, including on issues of resource allocation, non-compliance and verification. Such mechanisms should include a conference of States parties, an executive council of some form and a secretariat. Citing membership and mandate concerns, some experts advocated an executive council, independent and unique to the treaty. Others felt that membership and mandate concerns could be addressed by establishing a separate treaty executive council within IAEA, while a few experts argued that the existing IAEA Board of Governors could fulfil this role, recognizing that it had assumed new responsibilities in the past. Many experts felt that additional consideration of the structure of these proposed mechanisms is desirable.

65. Some experts outlined the need for a treaty organization or secretariat, which would, at a minimum, provide support to the governance and decision-making bodies and manage administrative matters. It could also be tasked to monitor implementation of the treaty more broadly. There were differing perspectives on whether this entity should be independent and unique to the treaty or contained within IAEA. Some experts argued that details relating to the functioning of the treaty organization/secretariat should not be elaborated in the treaty itself, but would be best determined by the States parties at subsequent meetings.

66. Some experts proposed that the conference of State parties meet annually and that it have decision-making authority on implementation of the treaty, as well as oversight of the executive council and secretariat. Some felt this should also be complemented by a regular cycle of review conferences while others felt that periodic meetings of the conference of States parties would suffice.
67. For experts, an international and effectively verifiable treaty would be one that involves credible multilateral verification. Negotiators would need to determine whether verification responsibilities should be carried out by IAEA or be self-contained within the treaty organization/secretariat. Experts in favour of locating the verification body within IAEA suggested it would avoid unnecessary duplication and ensure the consistent application of treaty obligations for the many States already under IAEA verification mechanisms, and could be accomplished through a formal cooperation mechanism. A structure similar to the Iraq Action Team within IAEA was noted as a possibility. Resource implications and the depth of experience and established technical capabilities of IAEA were also cited as factors in favour of its selection as a verification body. Other experts, however, felt that the distinct purpose of the treaty, and potential for different membership from IAEA, argued in favour of a self-contained verification body situated within the treaty organization/secretariat, with legal authority and resources capable of verification and other implementation functions. They noted the limited IAEA experience with verification in States currently with unsafeguarded facilities, and the potential for proliferation of sensitive information (which other experts noted would exist irrespective of the body selected). For some experts, however, even if an independent verification body were pursued, it should be positioned to draw on the useful expertise and resources of IAEA. Experts noted that any role for IAEA would have implications for its current functioning.

68. Drawing on lessons from existing arrangements in similar treaties, negotiators will need to consider how the structure and functioning of the verification regime should best be reflected in the text of a treaty. For example, some experts suggested that elaborate technical details could be integrated in parallel annexes or protocols (in a model similar to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their Destruction or the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty) or in subsidiary arrangements outlined separately between the verification body and individual States parties, as in the case of IAEA safeguards. Caution was noted by some about being overly prescriptive, given the pace of technological change. Others highlighted that provisions on the protection of confidential information would be pertinent to treaty implementation.

69. **Compliance:** Experts agreed that States parties, whether through a conference of States parties or an executive council, should play the main role in assessing cases of non-compliance. For some experts both States parties and the verification body could have a role in invoking certain non-routine inspection rights, while for others such a role was limited to States parties. Experts noted the importance of establishing mechanisms within a treaty to reduce the probability and verify the credibility of non-compliance accusations that might be frivolous and/or abusive.

70. Experts agreed that a process would be needed to address allegations of non-compliance. Many experts saw value in using a cooperative approach in response to initial reports of non-compliance, which could serve as an incentive by ensuring the participation of involved parties. Some experts suggested negotiators might find value in examining existing models that use a cooperative approach, such as the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on Their Destruction, the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (consultation and clarification). Only
where serious concerns are identified, and where cooperative deliberations are unproductive or inconclusive, would a finding of non-compliance be made. Some experts suggested assessments of non-compliance could be addressed within the conference of States parties. The executive council, an ad hoc committee or the conference on States parties, may have a role in each or any of these approaches.

71. The Group explored the benefits and drawbacks of having formal findings of non-compliance referred to the Security Council or the General Assembly. Experts discussed the institutional problems that could arise in a situation involving non-compliance by a permanent member of the Security Council. A few experts suggested that negotiators may wish to examine how the issue was considered in the development of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. Some experts also proposed that the treaty should contain its own punitive measures (inter alia, suspension of membership from decision-making bodies), which could be imposed, as per procedures agreed in the treaty, prior and without prejudice to the penalties imposed by another principal organ of the United Nations. Finally, experts raised the potential of complications in dealing with non-compliance in States with existing IAEA obligations under multiple regimes, with possibly different executive bodies of divergent membership. Experts felt that these issues merited further consideration.

72. Amendment and review: A treaty should include practical amendment provisions to be pursued in conformity with international treaty law. Experts discussed different mechanisms for making amendments, which could include a referral mechanism to the conference of States parties, a review conference or an ad hoc amendment conference (called by two-thirds of the members of the conference of States parties). Some experts argued that given the potential ramifications of substantive treaty amendments, they should be adopted by consensus. Others argued that while consensus should be the goal, a treaty should adopt the practice of the most recent disarmament conventions and allow voting. The possibility of qualified voting was discussed.

73. Separately, many experts noted that depending on the detail contained in the treaty on issues such as verification, a dedicated and expedited process to address technical updates might be needed. This mechanism should be flexible and non-resource-intensive, with some experts proposing this task could fall to a review conference.

74. Entry into force: The Group felt that negotiators would need to consider the range of options between overly restrictive entry into force provisions that could block its effective implementation and more permissive provisions that could undermine treaty credibility. Many experts felt that proposing a simple unqualified number of States necessary for ratification would affect the treaty’s credibility and that entry into force should require ratification by a specified number of States with unsafeguarded facilities. Some experts pointed to the need to set out such provisions without conferring any unintended legal status. Other experts argued that legal status would be unique to the treaty and that it should not target any country or rely on categories of States contained in other treaties. Some experts argued that ratification by a certain number, or all, States with enrichment and reprocessing capabilities should be the criteria used for entry into force. Although the number of States falling into this category would be directly impacted by the treaty definition of fissile material production, some experts noted that it could be technically
challenging to determine which States would fit in this category. Another approach would be to require a specific number of States from more than one of the categories noted above. Experts agreed that treaty universality would remain an important goal.

75. **Duration**: Many experts argued that indefinite duration of the treaty would preserve the irreversibility of measures taken under it. Some experts suggested that a treaty of long duration (such as 25 years), perhaps with renewal provisions, could achieve the same objectives. While many experts were confident that either indefinite or lengthy treaty duration would sustain disarmament momentum, some viewed the treaty as an interim step and expressed concern that a treaty with indefinite duration would reduce incentives and pressure to make progress on other disarmament commitments.

76. **Withdrawal**: Consistent with international law and notwithstanding efforts to ensure irreversibility, the Group agreed that parties to a treaty should have the right to withdraw, although given its potential strategic implications and the desire to prevent potential abuse, experts felt that conditions for withdrawal should be restrictive. For example, the treaty should require adequate advance notice for withdrawal, and members of the Group felt that States should remain responsible for commitments previously entered into on treaty obligated material, and for any violations that may have been committed prior to withdrawal. Some experts suggested that withdrawal by a State with currently unsafeguarded fissile material could risk undermining the object and purpose of a treaty, with a few indicating it should trigger its termination while others countered that such singling out was discriminatory.

77. **Other issues**: Experts recognized that other legal and institutional issues such as accession, reservations, depository, dispute settlement, etc. would benefit from further analysis. Some experts felt that legal and institutional issues are interrelated and should be addressed in an integrated manner.

**V. Conclusions and recommendations**

78. Given the dynamic and challenging contemporary global security environment, members of the Group believed firmly in the importance of ensuring continued international commitment and high-level attention to making practical progress on achieving a world without nuclear weapons and on non-proliferation in all its aspects. In this regard, the Group agreed that a treaty could contribute practically to this goal, and more broadly to enhancing global security.

79. The work of the Group represented the most thorough expert intergovernmental assessment to date of a treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Given the depth of its exchanges, the Group has allowed for a better understanding of the potential architecture of a future treaty and has further clarified its various aspects. It also identified areas, including technical and scientific challenges to definitions, verification and scope, or on legal and institutional matters, which will have implications for future treaty negotiations. In this regard, it helped identify areas of potential convergence and divergence and where a spectrum of views may exist. The Group concluded its work with a fuller appreciation of the range of expert positions, including on issues that may pose challenges to negotiators. Without prejudice to
national positions, the members of the Group are confident that this report and the deliberations which underpin it, can serve as a valuable reference for States and should be a useful resource for negotiators of a future treaty.

80. In addition, pursuant to its discussions, the Group recommends that:

• Future negotiators of a treaty take into account the work of the Group, as appropriate in their deliberations.

• In conveying the work of the Group to the Conference on Disarmament, the Secretary-General call upon the Conference to consider and fully examine the report of the Group. States members of the Conference on Disarmament are encouraged to include in their delegations technical experts, as may be required, to facilitate deliberations on issues identified in the report.

• The Secretary-General, building on the 2013 report on the treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices (A/68/154), seek the views of the States Members of the United Nations on the present report.

• States give due consideration to the report of the Group and the report be made available to the wider international community and civil society, for example on the websites of the United Nations and the Conference on Disarmament.

81. Finally, the Group has demonstrated through its significant analysis and thoughtful dialogue that the various perspectives of States on a treaty should not be an obstacle to commencement of negotiations. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 67/53, the Group considers that document CD/1299 and the mandate contained therein continues to provide the most suitable basis on which future negotiations can commence without further delay in the Conference on Disarmament and, as noted in the Shannon report, would allow negotiators to raise for consideration all aspects of a treaty, including its scope. In this regard, members of the Group believe that continued active support and leadership by the Secretary-General is important to maintain momentum.